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ABSTRACT
In this paper we summarize our recent results in the field of neuromorphic hardware design using
synapses based on Phase Change Memory (PCM) devices. Emulation of synaptic plasticity effects
such as long term potentiation/depression (LTP/LTD) and learning rules like spike-timing dependent
plasticity (STDP) are emphasized. We discuss implementation of large-scale low-power spiking
neural networks (SNN) with two fundamentally different approaches: (i) Multi-level deterministic
synapses and (ii) Binary stochastic synapses. Prototype application of fully unsupervised learning such
as complex visual pattern extraction is also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Interest in the field of bio-inspired computational hardware has increased dramatically over the last
few years. Several research groups are actively exploring neuromorphic hardware due to its promising
advantages such as low-power, high defect/variability- tolerance, and efficient handling of large scale
non-linear computations. Among the different implementations of neuromorphic hardware, of
particular interest are the ones that exploit hybrid architectures: CMOS + emerging resistive memory
(RRAM). In these hybrid architectures (Fig. 1), the neuronal functionality is implemented by using
standard CMOS circuits while the synaptic functionality is implemented through densely integrated
arrays or crossbars of RRAM technologies. These RRAM technologies may include devices such as
phase change memory (PCM) [1], [2] conductive-bridge (CBRAM) or programmable metallization
cell (PMC) [3], [4] and oxide based resistive memory (OXRAM) [5], [6]. Owing to their compact size,
resistive-memory devices help in achieving a high synaptic density which is not possible with pure
CMOS-synapse circuits, as a large number of transistors are required (>10) per synapse [7]. RRAM
also provides the much needed non-volatility to the neuromorphic system. Here, we focus on hybrid
neuromorphic architectures that use chalcogenide based PCM devices as synapses.
PCM devices have been used for mimicking synaptic-plasticity effects such as potentiation
(LTP-like) [8], depression (LTD-like) [1], and bio-inspired learning rules like spike-timing dependent
plasticity (STDP) [1]. In previous works [2], [9] we presented a novel low power PCM based
neuromorphic architecture called the ‘2-PCM Synapse’. Using our architecture we demonstrated a two
layer spiking neural network (SNN) capable of complex visual pattern extraction. In this paper we
summarize our approach and key results for PCM synapses based on GST, GeTe [10] and GST+HfO2
[11] material stacks. We also discuss our ‘Binary-PCM Synapse’ approach that uses stochastic STDP
learning rule and helps to overcome the impact of PCM-resistance drift in neuromorphic systems [12].
2. Experiments and Approach
A. The ‘2-PCM Synapse’
Our main motivation for developing the ‘2-PCM Synapse’ architecture (Fig. 2) was to emulate
synaptic behavior (i.e. gradual synaptic-potentiation and -depression) using identical neuron spikes
[2]. In this approach, we use two PCM devices to implement a single synapse and connect them in a
complementary configuration to the post-synaptic output neuron.
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Fig. 1 Schematic showing a pre- and post- neuron
connected with a PCM synapse (TEM).

Fig. 2 The ‘2-PCM Synapse’ architecture. Current
contribution of the LTP device is positive while that of the
LTD device is negative towards output neuron integration.

Fig. 3(a) LTP characteristics of the GST-PCM device.
Initially the device is amorphized to a high resistance
state, and then several partially crystallizing pulses are
applied.

Fig. 3(b) LTP characteristics of the GeTe-PCM device.

Fig. 3(c) LTP characteristics for the GST+HfO2 PCM
devices.

Fig. 4 Schematic depicting the difference between (a) multilevel deterministic and (b) stochastic binary, synapses.

One of the PCM device implements synaptic potentiation (LTP-device), while the other implements
synaptic depression (LTD-device). Both devices are initialized to a high resistive amorphous state.
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When synaptic potentiation is required, the LTP device is partially crystallized, while when synaptic
depression is required, the LTD device is partially crystallized.
Fig. 3(a),(b) and (c) shows the characteristic resistance evolution curves for our GST, GeTe
and GST+HfO2 PCM devices respectively. The conductance window saturates in about 30 partially
crystalizing pulses for nucleation dominated GST, 10 for growth dominated GeTe and about 60 for
interface-engineered GST+HfO2 devices. Slower crystallization leads to more intermediate
conductance states or synaptic weights. In [10], [11] we discuss in detail the underlying physical
phenomena for the difference in the synaptic crystallization curves and their impact on the final
neuromorphic application.
The detailed programming schemes (Read, Write, and Refresh) and the simplified STDP
learning rule used are described in [2]. Note that as the neural network undergoes learning, with time
the PCM devices become more and more crystallized and finally saturate to a minimum resistance
value. In order to enable continuous learning of the network, we defined a refresh-sequence, explained
in detail in [9]. In this refresh-sequence, the saturated PCM devices are amorphized (reset) and the
effective weights of the corresponding synapses are re-programmed.
B. ‘Binary-PCM Synapse’ and Partial-Reset
Alternatively, we propose to use PCM devices as binary synapses but with a stochastic-STDP rule,
similar to the one we developed for bipolar CBRAM devices [3]. The ‘Binary-PCM Synapse’
approach has several advantages such as simpler programming schemes, non-requirement of a multilevel capable technology; low-power consumption and very high tolerance to impact of PCM
resistance drift [12].
At the system level, a statistical equivalence exists between deterministic multi-level synapses
and binary stochastic synapses (Fig. 4). In this approach, there is 1-PCM device per synapse. Two
resistance states (or weights) can be defined for the PCM synapse. The high-resistance state should be
chosen such that it is a partial-reset (Fig. 5) state. The partial-reset state should lie in the negligible or
low-driftable region. For GST based devices a resistance value < 50 k will lie in low or negligible drift
regime [13], [14]. Fig. 6(a) shows an example of our optimized stochastic-STDP rule. The y-axis
represents a probability to switch from the set-to-reset or reset-to-set states for the PCM synapses. Fig.
6(b) shows the architecture and the programming scheme required to implement the stochastic
learning with binary PCM synapses. The stochasticity is controlled by an extrinsic PRNG (pseudorandom number generator) circuit. The PRNG circuit controls the probability of LTP and LTD with a
2-bit signal. Initially, the input neurons (A-D) generate small read pulses when they encounter any
stimuli event. The read current is integrated in the output neurons, A’ and B’. When the output neuron
reaches its firing threshold it generates a feedback signal (3) and a post-spike signal. In the example
shown in Fig. 6 output neuron A’ fires and B’ doesn’t fire. The signal (3) activates the gates of all the
select transistors on the synaptic line connected to A’. If LTP is to be implemented the Input neuron
will send a signal (1), as shown for Input neuron A in this example. In the case of LTD the input
neuron will send a signal (2), as shown for the input neuron D. The probabilities of LTP/LTD can be
tuned according to the learning rule (Fig. 6(a)).
3. Results & Discussion
We benchmarked the two different architectures discussed in the previous section, by simulating a
large-scale real world pattern extraction application. We used our custom built XNET SNN simulator
[15] to simulate a complex visual pattern application. Our 2-layer SNN with 70 neurons and about 2
million PCM synapses is shown in Fig. 7. AER video of cars passing on a freeway was recorded using
a special DVS-Sensor [16] and used as the input data for our SNN. During the learning, the neurons
were able to extract patterns (car-shapes) in different lanes (different positions and orientations) in a
fully unsupervised manner. The detailed learning mechanism of the network is described in [17]. Fig.
8 provides the final synaptic weight (resistance) distributions at the end of the learning experiment.
Note that in the case of the 2-PCM synapse about 60% of the synapses post learning are in the lowresistance state.
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Fig. 5 Standard RV curve for our GST PCM devices. Partial reset state is less prone to resistance-drift, compared to a
fully reset state. We exploit the partial reset states for stochastic binary synapse implementation.

Fig. 6(a) Optimized stochastic STDP learning rule. (b) Architecture of the ‘Binary-Stochastic PCM Synapse’. The
stochasticity is implemented extrinsically by using pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) circuits. Programming
pulse schemes are shown on right.

This happens because the 2-PCM synapse is predominantly based on crystallization, and even LTD is
realized by crystallizing. However in the case of the Binary-PCM synapse, more than 95% of the
synapses are in the high resistance state after learning. Thus if the high-resistance state is carefully
defined in a low-driftable regime (partial reset), the loss of synaptic information due to drift can be
minimized. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, summarize the SNN performance and detection rates for some of the
simulations performed. From Fig. 10 note that the number of reset events in 2-PCM Synapse is less
than set events, because even LTD is realized by crystallization. However in the case of Binary-PCM
synapse, the number of reset events is higher. Overall the LTD events occur more frequently in the
learning experiments because our STDP learning rule is pre-dominantly LTD based. The total energy
dissipated for synaptic programming in the case of 2-PCM Synapse was about 400 µJ, and 50 µJ for
binary PCM synapse. The energy dissipation is reduced as a partial reset state requires much less
programming current compared to a full hard reset operation. Fig. 10 provides the performance
statistics for two different levels of Roff in the Binary-PCM Synapse architecture. A detailed analysis
on the impact of PCM resistance window and choice of Roff on the neuromorphic system
performance is discussed in [18].
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Fig. 7 Feed forward Spiking Neural Network. L1 contains 60 LIF neurons, while L2 contains 10 LIF neurons. Lateral
inhibition is implemented in both layers and all the neurons are fully interconnected with the help of PCM synapses.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Final synaptic resistance distribution at the end of the learning experiment for (a) 2-PCM Synapse, about 60% of
the devices are in ON state. (b) Binary-PCM Synapse. More than 95% of the synapses are in the OFF state.

Fig. 9 (a) Final neuron sensitivity maps for different lanes for three different materials. (b) Average car-detection rates
for the three different materials at the end of the learning experiment. The average car detection rate I always > 90% for
the lanes which were learnt.
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Fig. 10 Energy and event statistics for the cars experiment showing a comparison between the two PCM based
architectures.

4. Conclusion
We demonstrated that PCM devices can be used as synapses in large-scale low-power neuromorphic
systems for emulation of synaptic plasticity and bio-inspired learning rules such as STDP. We
developed two unique and fundamentally different methodologies and programming schemes for
PCM synapses in unsupervised spiking neural networks: (a) Multi-level deterministic (2-PCM
Synapse) and (b) Binary stochastic synapse. We benchmarked the two approaches using prototype
applications such as complex visual pattern extraction from real world data.
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